
 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

ALMAWAVE ACQUIRES THE MAJORITY OF OBDA SYSTEMS 

Common front in AI: the operation with the startup formed at La Sapienza 

University and specialized in advanced management of corporate data has been 

formalized 

“An investment in skills that strengthen our know-how and opens up new challenges and 
opportunities for us” Almawave CEO Valeria Sandei points out 

Rome, 26 January 2021 – Almawave, Italian leader in AI (Artificial Intelligence) technologies and services 
applied to Big Data and understanding written and spoken natural language, announces that they have 
acquired the majority of shares in OBDA Systems, an innovative startup created out of Rome’s La Sapienza 
University which offers products and solutions with high technological value to extract key information 
from complex and large datasets. 

This is a strategic operation which allows Almawave to expand the range of proprietary solutions connected 
to language and Big Data technologies in support of companies and Local Government. 

OBDA Systems, established in 2017 by professors and researchers from La Sapienza, designers of Ontology 
based Data Management (OBDM), perfects advanced solutions for the representation of data knowledge 
and management. The paradigm of OBDM, from which the startup takes its name, is characterized by 
methods and instruments to access, integrate and analyze the quality of data in the area of managing 
corporate information system processes. 

The acquisition of OBDA Systems establishes the addition of Raniero Romagnoli, Almawave CTO, to the 
startup’s Board of Directors, covering the role of Chief Executive Officer. Confirmed as Chairman is Maurizio 
Lenzerini, Professor of Computer Engineering and leader of the DASILab group at La Sapienza University, of 
which the startup founders are members. 

«We are convinced that the acquisition of OBDA Systems is an extraordinary opportunity for both 
organizations”, Almawave Chief Executive Officer, Valeria Sandei, remarked. “As of today, Almawave will be 
able to draw from further valuable resources applied to semantics technologies, which are based on the 
know-how and cutting-edge research pursued by the startup and its talented young staff. It is precisely for 
them that Almawave, as majority shareholder in the company, guarantees support and new growth 
opportunities. It is with investments like these that we ceaselessly continue our path of consolidation aimed 
at strengthening know-how, skills and innovation daily in order to best meet the important challenges faced 
by customers and the market». 

OBDA Systems Chairman, professor Lenzerini, adds: «In the current context where data represents an 
invaluable asset for complex organizations, the OBDM paradigm integrates perfectly with artificial 
intelligence technologies, particularly for the automatic understanding of natural language, in which 
Almawave excels. I am convinced that the union that has just been formalized will stimulate and drive an 
important and qualified presence of our startup in the world of systems for data engineering and analysis, 
not only on a national level». 

Almawave is a company in the AlmavivA Group, an Italian leader in the Information & Communication 
Technology sector. 

  



 

Almawave profile 
Almawave is a leading Italian company in Artificial Intelligence and natural written and spoken language analysis. Almawave has 
cutting-edge proprietary technologies and applied services to substantiate the potential of AI in the digital evolution of companies 
and local government. 
It has an international presence with the companies Almawave do Brasil, Almawave USA and PerVoice, dedicated technological 
laboratories and more than 220 professionals who are highly competent in enabling technologies and major frameworks - Big 
Data, Data Science, Machine Learning, AI Architecture and Integration - as well as a profound knowledge of business processes. 
Almawave mission: making digital transformation real in everyday life, through a natural experience model in the human-machine 
interaction based on the advanced implementation of Artificial Intelligence. 
Proprietary technological assets allow text and voice to be interpreted in over 30 languages, as well as multichannel interaction, 
analyzing data and information with a view to enhancing knowledge and automation. 
www.almawave.it/en 

 
 

 
 

Almawave Contacts (external Press Office): 
Thanai Bernardini, mob. +39 335.7245418, me@thanai.it 
Alessandro Valenti, mob. +39 348.0090866, alessandro.valenti@thanai.it 
 

AlmavivA Group Contacts: 
Ilaria De Bernardis, Media Relations Manager, tel.+39 06.3993.1, mob. +39 342.9849109, i.debernardis@almaviva.it 
Mariagrazia Scaringella, Media Relations, tel. +39 06.3993.1, mob. +39 340.8455510, m.scaringella@almaviva.it 
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